We present the notion of stateful priorities for imposing precise restrictions on system actions, in order to meet safety constraints. By using stateful priorities we are able to exclusively restrict erroneous system behavior as specified by the constraint, whereas safe system behavior remains unrestricted. Given a system modeled as a network of discrete automata and an error constraint, we present algorithms which use those inputs to synthesize stateful priorities. We present as well a network transformation which uses synthesized priorities for blocking all system actions leading to the input error. Our experiments with three real-world examples demonstrate the applicability of our approach.
Introduction
Using stateless priorities [1, 2] is a common practice for imposing global restrictions on system actions, and thereby influencing the behavior of distributed systems in order to meet given constraints. This practice is particularly useful in domains like mutual exclusion [1] , fault-repair [3] and conflict resolution [4] .
For distributed systems intended to meet specific constraints, e.g. to avoid a particular error state denoted by two or more components entering their critical section at the same time, using stateless priorities often imposes strong restrictions with two significant consequences: (1) disabling safe system behavior and, (2) inducing unnecessary verification overhead. For instance, stateless priorities disable safe behavior in distributed systems, if actions from safe states are restricted although they do not lead to the error state. Note that this often restricts as well reachability of safe states. The unnecessary overhead is caused by applying stateless priorities on actions from safe states that lead to safe states. Unnecessary computations are performed in order to determine, (a) all enabled actions (if any) at a particular safe state and, (b) the order for executing enabled actions while respecting the underlying priorities. Models using priorities in verification tools like Uppaal [5] and BIP [6] suffer from these consequences, since the implementation of priorities in those tools can be considered stateless as they impose global restrictions on system actions. Note that the application of priorities in BIP can be conditioned, however this is still inadequate for avoiding the mentioned consequences.
The unnecessary overhead and disablement of safe system behavior can be avoided by using stateful priorities. Intuitively, a stateful priority is a pair con-sisting of a state which is one transition step away from reaching the error, and a priority which from that state restricts an action that leads to the error.
We present a set of algorithms which use three inputs for synthesizing stateful priorities. The first input is a distributed system modeled as a network of discrete automata. Our modeling language is rich enough to model real-world examples. The second input is an error constraint expressed as a conjunction of automata locations. Interestingly, conjunctions of locations are sufficient for expressing error states in each of our real-world examples, even those errors which are naturally expressed with data variables. The third input is a bound on the number of verification steps. We present as well a network transformation that make guards of edges more restrictive, by adding integer positional variables that make use of synthesized priorities. Intuitively, positional variables rule out states from which action transitions lead to the error. The result is a network where erroneous system behavior is precisely restricted, whereas safe system behavior remains unrestricted. We provide our approach as a source-to-source transformation which yields models that can be easily translated into Uppaal and BIP models, and further verification techniques can be directly applied.
In summary, our contributions are: (1) the notion of stateful priorities which allows to precisely restrict erroneous system behavior, while safe system behavior remains unrestricted, (2) a set of algorithms for synthesizing stateful priorities, and a network transformation which uses those priorities for restricting erroneous behavior and, (3) an automatic source-to-source transformation of models.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic definitions. Section 3 introduces an example. Section 4 provides encodings for networks of discrete automata and error constraints. Section 5 provides algorithms for synthesizing stateful priorities, and introduces a network transformation for using those priorities. Section 6 shows the correctness of our approach. Section 7 presents our experiments. Section 8 presents related work and conclusions.
Preliminaries
Let V r be a set of real variables. Let Ψ(V r ) be a set of real expressions defined by the usual syntax using variables in V r , and the function symbols +, −, . . . Let Φ(V r ) be a set of real constraints defined by the usual syntax using variables in V r , real expressions, the predicate symbols: <, ≤, =, ≥, >, and the logical connectives: ∧, ¬, ∨. We assume the canonical satisfaction relation "|=" between valuations ν : V r → R and real constraints. Let V b and V int be sets of boolean and integer variables, respectively. Sets of expressions and constraints for boolean and integer variables, as well as their satisfaction relations are defined similarly.
is a finite and possibly empty sequence of assignments, v := ψ, where v ∈ V and ψ ∈ Ψ(V ). A (discrete) automaton A is a tuple (L, B, V, E, ℓ ini ) which consists of a finite set of locations L, where ℓ ini ∈ L is the initial location, a finite set B of actions, and a set of
An edge e = (ℓ, α, ϕ, u, ℓ ′ ) ∈ E from location ℓ to ℓ ′ involves an action α ∈ B, a guard ϕ ∈ Φ(V ), and an update vector u ∈ U(V ). We write ℓ ini (A), B(A), E(A), etc. to denote the the initial location, the set of actions, the set of edges, etc. of A.
A network N (of automata) consists of a finite set {A 1 , . . . , A N } of automata with pairwise disjoint sets of locations. We write A ∈ N if and only if A ∈ {A 1 , . . . , A N }. The set of states Sts(N ) consists of pairs of location vec-
where ℓ ini = ℓ ini,1 , . . . , ℓ ini,N and ν ini assigns (user predefined) initial values to each v ∈ V (A i ). The concrete semantics of the network N is given by the transition system T (N ) = (Sts(N ),
Between two states s, s ′ ∈ Sts(N ) there exists: A priority ρ is a pair (α 1 , α 2 ) of actions of network N , denoting that whenever two sets of edges E α1 = {e 1 , . . . , e n } such that α 1 is the action for each e ∈ E α1 , and E α2 = {ė 1 , . . . ,ė m } such that α 2 is the action for eachė ∈ E α2 , are enabled, then all edges in E α2 must be taken before any edge in E α1 is taken. From a priority ρ = (α 1 , α 2 ) we call α 1 blockee and use ρ be to refer to it, and α 2 blocker and use ρ br to refer to it. ♦ Example 1. Figure 1 shows network N 1 consisting of A 0 and A 1 . Assume that any state where the value of x is negative denotes an error for N 1 . Variable x becomes negative whenever A 0 and A 1 are located at the same time at their locations 5, thus, our error formula is φ := A 0 .5 ∧ A 1 .5. Our approach performs three main steps in order to avoid reaching φ in all computation paths of N 1 . We present the first two steps, the third is presented in Section 5.2. Step 1 checks whether or not a state denoted by φ is reachable, if it is, then we collect all reachable preErrors. In our example we only have two preErrors, i.e. s1 = (A0.5, A1.4), ν(x) = 0 and s2 = (A0.4, A1.5), ν(x) = 0 . Step 2 uses each reachable preError for synthesizing priorities (if any). Considering the preError s 1 , only two action transitions are enabled from this state, i.e. b and c. Performing the c-transition leads directly to the error state, therefore the transition with b is preferred over c, and thereby the error state is avoided. This yields our first priority, (c, b). Alternatively, from the preError s 2 , only two transitions are enabled, i.e. a and c. Performing the a-transition leads directly to the error state, therefore the transition with d is preferred over a, and thereby the error state is avoided. This yields our second priority, (a, d). ♦
Using those two priorities in Uppaal and BIP avoids reaching φ. However, using (a, d) in those tools restricts A 0 from reaching locations 2 and 3, whenever transitions with actions a and d are at the same time enabled. This restriction of behavior is too severe since these locations are safe. Therefore, Section 5.2 presents a transformation that uses the information of preErrors and priorities to restrict only transitions reaching φ, while safe behavior remains unrestricted.
Encoding of Networks
We borrow the following definitions from [7] . Let tt (true) and ff (false) be constants. Let C be a boolean language associated to the set of variables V ∪ {tt, ff } and closed under: ∧, ∨ and ¬. For a constraint c ∈ C and an assignment µ for the free variables in c, the value of the predicate The following encoding for networks of discrete automata allows us to use bounded model checking [8] as a technique for reachability analysis. 
Definition 3 (Encoding of Networks
if v is exclusively updated in A, and false otherwise. ♦ From Definition 3, constraint 1 encodes the initial state. Constraints 2 and 3 encode edges. For each edge e of each automaton A, conjuncts of those constraints encode in the following order: origin location, action, actions to be blocked, guard, updates for variables updated by e, unchanged variables (because are not updated by e), and destination location. Constraint 4 encodes the fact of A remaining idle while other automata perform transitions. Figure 1 . We use the integer variables A k 0 for automaton A 0 , and x k for the integer variable x in N 1 . For actions, we use the boolean variables: a k , b k , c k , d k and e k . We show only the first unfolding, and only for the edges in A 0 . The remaining edges of A 1 can be easily encoded by following this example.
Constraint 1 encodes the initial locations of both automata and the initial value of x. Constraints 2-7 encode the first unfolding for all edges of A 0 . Note that from those constraints only one disjunct at a time can be satisfied, and this depends on the values of variables of the previous unfolding, in this example on the initial values encoded. Considering the disjunct from constraint 2, if the conjunct a 0 is true, then in the next conjunct all other actions are blocked, i.e. negated, variables x 1 and A 1 0 are updated accordingly. Note that these two variables hold the values that are used in the next unfolding. ♦
Stateful Priorities and Transformation of Networks
This section explains our approach for synthesizing stateful priorities, and how we use them for imposing precise restrictions on system actions. That explanation requires introducing the following definitions.
In Section 2, we introduce the notion of state for networks of discrete automata, now we introduce the analogous notion, configuration, for encoded networks. Intuitively, configurations can be considered as extended states since they hold the same kind of information that states hold, together with additional information related to actions and transition steps. We use configurations to store information from satisfying assignments output by a C-satisfiability solver.
are partial functions respectively mapping variables in V A to locations of N ′ ; in V v to integer, real and boolean values; in V α to boolean values; and stp is an integer variable. We write loc c , var c , act c and stp c to refer to the elements of c . ♦ Section 4 provides an encoding of networks, however, that is only useful for describing networks to be analysed. Now, we provide means, for instance, to describe errors to be reached. Moreover, when using SMT-solving techniques as we do in this work, we require to control the reachability analysis at each unfolding step. To this end, we introduce new functions that output constraints which are used in our reachability analysis, and synthesis of stateful priorities.
Definition 5 (Progress, Query, Avoid, PreError and Error Constraints).
We encode the following:
progress constraints, enforce transitions through unvisited states, i.e.
and, -error constraints, encode the error to avoid by synthesizing priorities, i.e. E(j, c ) :
We introduce the following notion of stateful priority. Intuitively, a stateful priority is a pair consisting of a configuration denoting a preError, and a priority which from that preError restricts an action leading to the error. Definition 6 (Stateful Priority). A stateful priority is a pair ( c , ρ), where c is a configuration wrt. a given preError, and ρ is priority synthesized from c . Prios(N ) denotes the set of all stateful priorities wrt. N . We call a ( c , ρ) ∈ Prios(N ) reflexive if and only if ρ be = ρ br . We call ( c , ρ) = (c ,ρ) ∈ Prios(N ) circular if and only if c =c ∧ (ρ be =ρ br ∨ ρ br =ρ be ). ♦
Synthesis of Stateful Priorities
We now present algorithms for reaching preErrors, and for synthesizing stateful priorities from them. Given: (a) a network N , (b) an error formula φ and, (c) a Max integer, those algorithms perform two main tasks: (1) to compute the set of all reachable preErrors wrt. φ and, (2) to synthesize a set of stateful priorities from each preError. Algorithm 1 in line 2 calls function getEncoding on N and Max , for obtaining an encoding as in Definition 3. Function getErrorConfig obtains a configuration wrt. φ. In line 3, procedure explore is called to perform the above mentioned tasks whose details are given as follows. Task 1: Reachability of PreErrors. In Algorithm 2, explore reaches c error stepwise up to Max -steps (lines 3-7). In more detail, checkReach is called to check whether or not c error is reachable at the step cnt (line 4). If c error is reachable, then a related preError is also reachable, and it is collected into the set PreErrors, otherwise the check is performed with the next step (lines 5-6). In Algorithm 3, checkReach calls encodeReachability (line 3) for encoding a reachability problem using [[Ṅ ]] Max conjoined with constraints for the current step output by: P(step), D(step, c preError ) for each c preError ∈ PreErrors and, Q(step, c error ). The resulting encoding is passed to the function C-sat (line 4). If C-sat returns a satisfying assignment, then a preError related to c error has been found, and a respective preError configuration, c preError , is created (by function createConfig using the satisfying assignment) and collected (line 5).
Task 2: Synthesis of Priorities. In Algorithm 2, procedure explore iterates the set PreErrors, for synthesizing a set of stateful priorities from each collected preError (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . If no priorities for the underlying preError are synthesized by function checkPrios (line 9), then it is considered a new error (given that it unavoidably leads to c error ), and the process of reaching preErrors wrt. that new error starts over (lines [9] [10] [11] [12] . Note that all errors are collected in Errors. Clearly, the process of reaching preErrors is not performed for the initial configuration ( c init ). In Algorithm 4, procedure checkPrios calls encodeSynthesis for encoding a synthesis problem using [[Ṅ ]] Max conjoined with constraints for the current step output by: P(step), R(step, c preError ) and, E(step, c error ) for each c error ∈ Errors (line 3). The resulting encoding is passed to C-sat (line 4). If C-sat returns ⊥, then the preError is considered a new error, otherwise using the returned satisfying assignment we create a configuration c , only containing the action that avoids the error expressed by the respective constraint (line 6).
For synthesizing a priority checkPrios calls createPrio (line 7). This function obtains from c preError an action (the blockee) that reaches an error in Errors, and from c an action (the blocker) which differs from the blockee, and which from c preError avoids that error. Function checkCircular checks that a newly synthesized stateful priority is not a circular one (line 8). To this end, this function iterates the set Stateful in order to find circular stateful priorities wrt. the newly synthesized one. If circular stateful priorities are synthesized from the underlying preError, then it is considered a new error, otherwise the stateful priority is collected (line 9). Note that we use the same blockee for synthesizing fresh stateful priorities with new blockers (lines 10-11), if any. 
Algorithm 2 Exploring States of Network

3:
Net := encodeReachability(PreErrors, c error , step);
4:
µsat := C-sat (Net);
5:
if µsat =⊥ then c preError := createConfig(µsat ); PEs := { c preError }; end 6: return PEs;
Algorithm 4 Checking Priorities 1: procedure checkPrios( c preError ) 2:
found := false; step := stp c preError ;
3:
Net := encodeSynthesis( c preError , step);
4:
5:
while µsat =⊥ do 6: c := createConfig(µsat );
7:
ρ := createPrio( c preError , c );
8:
if checkCircular( c preError , ρ) then found := false; break;
9:
else Stateful := Stateful ∪ {( c preError , ρ)}; found := true; end
10:
Net := Net ∧ ¬ρ step br ;
11:
12:
end 13: return found ;
Transformation of Networks
We present function Γ and algorithm K ρ for using synthesized stateful priorities. K ρ introduces in guards and update vectors of edges of networks positional variables, which hold the current locations of all automata of a network at a particular state. For blocking transitions to a given error state, we use positional variables in guards of edges whose actions appear as blockees in stateful priorities. In other words, positional variables encode preError states from which transitions that exclusively avoid reaching that error state are induced. Fig. 2 . Network N ρ 1 using positional variables to incorporate synthesized priorities.
ℓ(e), ℓ ′ (e) and α(e) to denote the source, destination, and action of an edge e, then Γ (ϕ, e, SP) =
Note that the second condition outputs a more restrictive guard than the first condition. That guard includes an extra conjunct for blocking computation paths that unavoidably lead to an error state. For instance, assume that for N 1 any state where A 0 .3 is reached denotes an error. We would use this more restrictive guard for blocking any transition with a whenever A 0 is located at 1, since from this location a transition with a unavoidably leads to A 0 .3. (1) its action is a blockee in ρ, i.e. α(e 1 ) = ρ be , (2) its origin is where A 0 is located in c , i.e. ℓ(e 1 ) = loc c (A 0 ) and, (3) its destination is not where A 0 is located in c , i.e. ℓ ′ (e 1 ) = loc c (A 0 ). In this extension, p A0 and p A1 are used in a disjunction to differ from loc c (A 0 ) and loc c (A 1 ), respectively. Similarly, the guard of e 2 = (4, c, true, x := x−1 , 5) is extended by using (ċ ,ρ). Note that the edges modified by Γ exclusively induce transitions that avoid reaching φ. For instance, a transition with c is blocked whenever A 0 and A 1 are respectively located at 5 and 4. Similarly, a transition with a is blocked whenever A 0 and A 1 are respectively located at 4 and 5. Note that other transitions remain unrestricted in the transformed network N ρ 1 . ♦
a fresh integer positional variable for each
The following lemma shows that our approach does not introduce deadlocks in transformed networks. be the error configuration denoted by φ. Let c 1 preError , . . . , c t preError , t ≥ 0, be preErrors configurations related to c error , which by not yielding priorities became the new errors to be reached (Algorithm 2, lines 10-11). Pick a configuration c from which edges e 1 , . . . e j , induce a transition on action α that does not lead, neither to c error , nor to any c i preError , 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Then, function createPrio does not uses action α as blockee in a stateless priority (Algorithm 4, line 7). Thus, K ρ (through Γ ) does not extend the guards of edges e 1 , . . . , e j . Thus, edges e 1 , . . . , e j remain unchanged in N ρ . Hence, priorities in P are not synthesized by our approach. ---------⊓ ⊔ Note that using positional variables in transformed networks does not introduce any additional behavior, at the contrary, those variables restrict behavior. This is clear from the fact that positional variables just store the current locations of automata in a given state, thus no new information is introduced.
In the following, Lemma 2 presents a formula to calculate an upper bound on the number of reachable states in transformed networks. This lemma uses the observation that Algorithm 2 collects in the set Errors, states which in transformed networks become unreachable. However, not every unreachable state is collected in that set. Note that transformed networks may use the most restrictive transformation of guards from Definition 7, which restricts states not collected in Errors from being reachable. 
Correctness of Transformation
In this section, we discuss the correctness of our transformation approach. We set that discussion by considering the following example. Note that our definition of circularity for stateful priorities is less restrictive than the one often used for stateless priorities (see for instance [1, 3, 15] ). Considering stateless priorities each priority in the set {(a, b)} ∪ {(b, a), (c, a)} is a circular one, thus, there is no way to avoid φ, since each action in N 2 is blocked by another action. However, in this work circularity is defined on stateful priorities. That is, priorities are circular only wrt. the same related preError. For instance, (a, b) and (b, a) are not circular because they are related to different preErrors. Thus, action b is not preferred over action a, and a is not preferred over b wrt. the same preError. Thus, by using stateful priorities (as constructed by algorithm N ρ ) we are indeed able to avoid reaching the state denoted by φ. ♦ Admittedly, it is still possible to reach a given error after applying our network transformation, if a pair of synthesized stateful priorities are circular. In this case, those priorities are ruled out, and the error is reached by taking the actions which in those priorities appear as blockees.
Circular priorities are synthesized from transitions outgoing from preErrors which are justified by the the same action that reaches and avoids a given error. In this way, the same action becomes blockee and blocker in different priorities. The following semantical restriction avoids circular priorities. This restriction guarantees that when stateful priorities are synthesized, then the underlying error becomes unreachable in a transformed network that uses those priorities. Although the above semantical restriction avoids circular priorities, it requires model checking the underlying network, in order to know whether or not circular priorities will be synthesized. With the same objective, the following syntactical restrictions can be used a priori. 
♦ Note that the above restriction, as opposed to the semantical one, is cheaper to check, however, it restricts broadcast transitions completely. For our experiments, which perform broadcast transitions, we use the semantical restriction to guarantee unreachability of errors because those benchmarks are well known to us, and we are sure that the semantical restriction holds in each of those benchmarks without model check them. One could use the syntactical restrictions, and still have broadcast transitions in a way, where broadcast transitions are replaced by atomic ones. That is, a broadcast transition is modeled as a sequence of uninterrupted action transitions from all automata participating in the broadcast.
We show in the remaining part of this section that errors reachable in original systems are unreachable in transformed ones.
Theorem 1 (Unreachability of Errors). Let N be a network, and φ be an error formula such that N |= ∃♦ φ, and such that N fulfills Definition 9 for each reachable preError wrt. φ. Let SP be the set of stateful priorities obtained by using Algorithms 1-4 on N , φ and on a k ∈ N >0 which is big enough to reach φ. Let N ρ = {K ρ (A, SP ) | A ∈ N }. Then, SP = ∅ ⇔ N ρ |= φ.
Proof. (Only ⇒, ⇐ is trivial). Let s be a state denoting φ. Given that N fulfills Definition 9 for each reachable preError wrt. s, thus, no circular priorities are synthesized from each preError. Thus, if SP = ∅ then SP contains all stateful priorities that avoid reaching s. Then, K ρ constructs from N and SP a network N ρ , which using positional variables encodes in guards each preError occurring in SP . Hence, N ρ restricts all transitions to s. Thus, s is unreachable in N ρ . ⊓ ⊔
Experimental Results
In this section, we show the applicability of our approach. To this end, we programmed our algorithms in Java, and obtained a prototype tool called CrEStO.
We use Z3 for constraint solving. Our tool CrEStO synthesizes stateful priorities from three real-world networks of discrete automata, namely, R, P [9] , and G [10] . Note that the last two networks are untimed versions of the original timed ones. None of our examples yielded circular priorities. This allowed us to obtain in each example all stateful priorities, that exclusively restrict transitions leading to the respective verified error. Consider a more detailed description of each example, and of the respective verified error as follows.
In the context of the large German project, Collaborative Embedded Systems (CrESt), which involves a consortium of more than 20 companies, universities and research institutions, R addresses a problem from one participating company which is related to the deployment of transport robots in factories. Often, in those factories exist narrow areas where at most one robot at a time is allowed to transit them. Although this restriction avoids crashes among robots, it often leads to bottle necks, and thereby to delays in the transportation of goods. R models a network with N robots and 4 more components. These models include boolean, real and integer variables. The biggest component, the robot one, has 5 locations and 12 edges. We verified the formula crash, which states that a crash occurs when more than one robot (regardless of the direction) transit though those areas. A crash is represented in the network by a location of each robot. CrEStO synthesizes stateful priorities that orchestrate the transit of those areas without leading to a crash.
P models a CSMA/CD protocol with N slaves, one master and 3 more components. These models include boolean and integer variables. The biggest component, has 5 locations and 6 edges. We verified the formula collision, which states that a collision occurs when more than one slave at the same time send data to the master. A collision is represented in the network by a location of the master. CrEStO synthesizes stateful priorities that orchestrate the sending of data to the master without leading to a collision.
G models a non-trivial program of N process executing in parallel different statements. The results of executing those statements are stored in different variables. Different interleavings of statements executed by these processes may lead either to different, or to the same values for two target variables. These models include boolean and integer variables. The biggest component, has 5 locations and 7 edges. We verified the formula value, which states that the value
of those target variables is the same. Both cases, target variables differ on their values, and target variables have the same value, are represented by dedicated locations of the network. CrEStO synthesizes stateful priorities that orchestrate the execution of those statements leading to different values for target variables. Table 1 gives figures for our experiments. Rows without results indicate the smallest instances of a case study that ran out of memory. From that table, admittedly, we can observe that our experiments do not scale very well, however, this does not invalidate the applicability of our approach on real-world networks, which is our goal for these experiments. The reason for those scalability issues can be our implementation, given that each time we encode a network either for reachability of preErrors (Algorithm 3), or for synthesis of stateful priorities (Algorithm 4), we write that encoding into a file, and then we call Z3 for solving. This definitely creates an unnecessary overhead in our experiments. Although we use the Z3 Java-API for constructing those encodings, and we could solve directly from that API, we noticed discrepancies on expected satisfying assignments. Therefore, we preferred the alternative of writing to file, since the results of this alternative match our expectations. Definitely, we will avoid writing to file as explained before by using other APIs.
Related Work
Priority systems [11] [12] [13] use priorities to represent restrictions of behavior of systems. Those restrictions are induced by deadlock-free controllers which preserve safety properties of those systems. These approaches focus on the effect of priorities on the behavior of systems, and as opposed to our work, priorities are not obtained algorithmically. Moreover, priorities in [11] [12] [13] can be considered stateless as they unnecessarily impose global restrictions on system actions. The approach in [14] uses priorities to control the execution of distributed systems, in order to meet given scheduling policies. This approach collects information wrt. the position of processes at each reachable state of the system. This information is used to determine, which transitions are enabled and, according to the underlying scheduling policy, which transition should be executed first. Priorities as used in [14] can be considered stateless, and for this reason that approach requires to check from each reachable state, which transition should be executed first. Our approach also collects information from states that helps us to determine which transition should be executed first. However, we collect it from preError states, and this reduces significantly the number of states that we check. Thus, preErrors contribute to the efficiency of our approach.
The approaches in [4, 11] introduce dedicated components, i.e. schedulers, for implementing priority mechanisms. Schedulers often introduce a number of new executions to the underlying system which induce new reachable states. These new states, in the worst-case, multiply the size of the state space of the system. Our approach avoids increasing the number of reachable states of a system, by implementing stateful priorities directly in existing components of that system. Although states of transformed systems are bigger, because we introduce a number of positional variables (linear in the number of system components), this does not introduce new reachable states. Synthesis of priorities is reduced in [3] to an EFSMT problem, where priorities are determined by witnesses as constructed by an EFSMT solver. The encoding of component-based systems proposed in [3] restricts the use of data variables. The approach in [15] encodes a component-based system and an error specification as a logical formula. This formula is used for collecting states induced by actions that unavoidably lead to the error. A next step collects reachable states induced by actions alternative to those leading to the error. Stateless priorities are then obtained from these two types of actions. In this approach, the use of data variables is allowed, but only of the boolean type, and with the restriction that there is no data transfer in component interactions. We consider these restrictions too strong, since data transfer using data variables is a typical communication way in component-based systems. The approaches in [3, 15] cannot be applied in our case studies, since each of them uses, for instance, integer data variables. Moreover, using priorities as obtained in [3, 15] unnecessarily impose global restrictions on system actions.
Conclusions and Future Work. We introduced the notion of stateful priorities for imposing precise restrictions on system actions in order to meet a given constraint. Stateful priorities exclusively restrict erroneous system behavior as specified by the constraint, whereas safe system behavior remains unrestricted. We presented algorithms which are implemented in our tool CrEStO. That tool automatically transforms networks in order to use synthesized stateful priorities. We presented as well an upper bound formula for the number of reachable states in transformed networks. Moreover, we showed that our approach is correct in the sense of not introducing deadlocks, and making error states unreachable. Our experiments with three real-world examples demonstrated the applicability of our approach. We plan to extend the query language in order to support LTL properties. We plan as well to extend this approach for timed systems.
